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Is Your Husband Cheating Online? Here’s How to Know How to Tell If
Your Man ...
if you ﬁnd the browser history, focus on online dating sites and other places dealing with relationships.
The widespread use of the Internet has made the cases of online relationships very rampant. Given their long
distance nature, some people do not see any harm that they can cause. However, the truth is that cyber
relationships are also very damaging to long-term relationships, especially marriage. You should therefore be
genuinely concerned whether your man is cheating online.

While some people may try to tell you that your man’s online relationships will not have any consequence, you
should not take it lightly. Whether cheating takes place online or not, it will still be cheating. Is your man cheating
online? How can you know for sure what’s happening?

If you feel that there are some things that your partner is doing behind your back during his online activities, you
should take the time to unearth the truth. The following are some helpful steps that you should consider.

Have a look at the browser history

The web browsers usually contain long lists of the web pages visited, and this can help you to determine where
your man has been online. You should give it a try although many people have become clever and delete their
browsing histories so as to leave no track that can be followed.

If you ﬁnd the browser history, focus on online dating sites and other places dealing with relationships. These are
things that he should have a proper reason for visiting. The frequently visited sites may even be saved as
bookmarks.

If he spends time online but you do not get any browser history, this in itself indicates that he is trying to hide
something. You will need to dig deeper.

Check credit card statements

Although many dating sites tend to be discreet with the way they make their charges, you should not take it for
granted if there are some expenses that do not seem to make sense. Although the transactions are conducted
online, they will still feature even in paper credit card statements, which you should check carefully.

Check text messages, emails, and saved chat messages

While it is true that your man may try to cover his tracks by deleting most of the things he sends or receives, there
are high chances that he will store some of the special ones, particularly if he already has a relationship that is
dear to him. Check any saved documents whose names appear to be odd.

Before you embark on these methods, you must be ready to handle whatever you will discover, however shocking
it may be.

When you ﬁnd out that cyber relationships are pushing a wedge between you and your man, you can still take
measures that will help you to get your ex back.
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